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FIG. 1: (A)-(D) Spin waves for the uniform collinear ferromagnetic state, characterized

by various combinations of the wave vector k⃗ and the uniform magnetization component

M⃗0, which can be considered as the flow of magnetic moment (i.e. spin current). Such

a spin wave spin current belongs to chiral (polar) symmetry for the k⃗ ∥ M⃗0 (k⃗ ⊥ M⃗0)

configuration, and the reversal of k⃗ gives opposite sign of chirality (polarity). The red and

gray arrows represent the directions of local magnetization and its precession, respectively.

(E) The optical microscope image and (F) schematic illustration of the device structure

used for spin wave spectroscopy. In (E), the directions for positive sign of H⃗ and k⃗ are also

indicated.
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FIG. 1: (A)-(D) Spin waves for the uniform collinear ferromagnetic state, characterized

by various combinations of the wave vector k⃗ and the uniform magnetization component

M⃗0, which can be considered as the flow of magnetic moment (i.e. spin current). Such

a spin wave spin current belongs to chiral (polar) symmetry for the k⃗ ∥ M⃗0 (k⃗ ⊥ M⃗0)

configuration, and the reversal of k⃗ gives opposite sign of chirality (polarity). The red and

gray arrows represent the directions of local magnetization and its precession, respectively.

(E) The optical microscope image and (F) schematic illustration of the device structure

used for spin wave spectroscopy. In (E), the directions for positive sign of H⃗ and k⃗ are also

indicated.
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What is magnetic skyrmion?

Topologically-stable spin vortex 
with particle-like nature

Particle nature + Nanometric scale 
　=  New information carrier for memory device?

cf. Racetrack memory, bubble memory etc...

1 ~ 100 nm
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1
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d�r = �1

“skyrmion number”

A. Fert, V. Cross, and J. Sampaio, Nature Nanotech.  8, 152 (2013).



Dyakishinskii-Moriya(D-M) 
Interaction

Ferromagnetic 
Exchange

as the hexagonal unit cell contains three basal planes. When
a magnetic field is applied along the c axis, the compound
undergoes successive magnetic phase transitions.17,18) Be-
tween 7T and 13T there exists a noncollinear phase with
a modulation vector of ðq; q; 3!Þ, where the q value is
incommensurate to the lattice (2!=5 < q < !=2). A mag-
netic field above 13 T induces the five-sublattice magnetic
structure ("""##) with collinear moments along the c axis.
In-plane electric polarization is observed only in the
intermediate-field incommensurate magnetic phase, suggest-
ing a magnetic origin of the polarization.13) The polarized
state with an incommensurate magnetic order is induced not
only by the application of magnetic field but also by a small
amount of Al substitution for Fe.14,15) One may suppose that
the polarization could arise from an incommensurate cycloid
magnetic order. With the inverse DM mechanism, Si # Sj
should be normal to the basal plane for the induction of the
in-plane polarization. However, it is not expected to happen,
because of the Ising character of Fe moments with the easy
axis along the c-axis. Moreover, a recent neutron study has
reported that the magnetic structure of the incommensurate
phase in an Al-doped compound is a proper-screw type,
where the spin moments are perpendicular to the propaga-
tion vector Q.19) It is noteworthy that the inverse DM
interaction in a proper-screw magnet cannot induce ferro-
electric polarization, because eij is parallel to Si # Sj, in
average. The ferroelectricity in CuFeO2 should be explained
by a different mechanism from the inverse DM interaction.

It has been pointed out that the inverse DM interaction
is not the unique mechanism to induce ferroelectric polar-
ization. For example, antiferromagnetic order with a
commensurate wave vector of ð0; 2n!=m; 2!Þ (n: odd, m:
even) can give rise to ferroelectricity in the perovskite Mn
oxide compounds.20,21) Both the bond angle and bond length
are modulated by a periodic change in the scalar product of
neighboring two spin moments, Si $ Sj. If the modulation is
commensurate to the lattice, the material possibly becomes
ferroelectric, as discussed later. This effect is the largest
with the collinear order in contrast to the inverse DM case.
Chapon et al. suggested another magnetic origin of ferroe-
lectricity for RMn2O5.22) They indicated that the phase
shift between the spin density waves for Mn3þ and Mn4þ

sites could break the inversion symmetry regardless of the
commensurability to the lattice. The spontaneous polar-
ization is expressed as a function of the angle between Mn3þ

and Mn4þ spins, incommensurability, and phase shift.
The model succeeds in reproducing the polarization sign
reversal at the commensurate–incommensurate transition in
YMn2O5. These scenarios, however, cannot be applied to
CuFeO2, because (a) the ferroelectricity appears only in the
incommensurate magnetic phase, and (b) the primitive
unit cell contains only one magnetic site. Here I propose
that the proper screw type of magnetic order can induce the
electric polarization in a relatively low-symmetry crystal.
This model predicts that the polarization would appear
along [110] in CuFeO2. The direction of the polarization is
expected to be dependent on the spin helicity.

First, the influence of helical spin order on symmetry
operations is discussed. The cycloid-type helix [Fig. 2(a)]
can have a reflection mirror normal to the modulation vector,
and a twofold rotation axis perpendicular both to the

modulation vector and to the spiral axis. There is also a
compound symmetry operation m0, which is produced by
performing time reversal followed by a mirror reflection
normal to the spiral axis. No other symmetric operation is
allowed, implying ferroelectric polarization along the two-
fold rotation axis, as already mentioned.23) On the other
hand, the proper screw [Fig. 2(b)] has a screw axis parallel
to the modulation vector, and twofold rotation axes normal
to the modulation vector. All the reflection and inversion
operations are broken with the proper-screw type magnetic
structure, because they reverse the helicity of the spiral.
It is easily understood that a monoclinic system without a
reflection (or glide) mirror is polar. Hence, in any triclinic or
monoclinic crystal, the proper-screw magnetism gives rise to
a charge-polarized state. In the case of a trigonal (rhombo-
hedral) system, the proper-screw magnetism also induces a
charge-polarization, when the magnetic modulation vector is
not parallel to the threefold rotation axis, as discussed in the
following. A remarkable property of the ferroelectricity
induced by the proper-screw spin order is the correlation
between the direction of the polarization and the helicity
of the spin system. Space inversion operation flips both
the ferroelectric polarization and the helicity of the screw,
indicating that the spin helicity should be influenced by the
poling electric field.

The induction of ferroelectricity by the proper-screw
magnetism is applicable to CuFeO2. The delafossite-type
structure belongs to a rhombohedral space group R!33m.
Figure 1(b) depicts a triangular lattice plane of Fe between
two oxygen layers and symmetry operations; a space
inversion, threefold rotations around the c axis, twofold
rotations around the a, b, and [110] axes, and mirror

P

P//Q

(a)

(b)

(c) Q=(q, q)

Q
Q=(0, q)(d)

2’

2
P2

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Cycloid type of spin ordering, which should
induce electric polarization in the direction shown by an arrow. (b)
Proper-screw type of spin ordering, which alone does not host
ferroelectricity. (c), (d) Relation between the proper-screw type of spin
ordering and electric polarization P in a rhombohedral lattice system as
CuFeO2. Right figures depict a (compound) rotation axis, along which the
electric polarization should orient. Note that the twofold rotation axis in
(d) remains where the spin orients along the axis. See text.
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Skyrmions in Chiral Magnets
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Skyrmion Crystal

Thermal Fluctuation 
+ 

Magnetic Field

Bragg spots are located in the plane perpendic-
ular to B and display a sixfold symmetry (be-
cause both Q and −Q give a Bragg reflection)
independent of the orientation of the underlying
lattice. We therefore suggest that the A phase is
a chiral spin crystal, the A crystal, approximate-
ly characterized by the magnetization

M(r) ≈ Mf þ∑
3

i¼1
Mh

Qi
(rþ Dri) ð3Þ

where Mh
Qi
(r) ¼ A½ni1 cos(Qir)þ ni2 sin(Qi)r&

is the magnetization of a single chiral helix with
amplitude A, wave vector Qi, and two unit vectors,
ni1 and ni2, orthogonal to each other and to Qi. All

three helices have the same chirality; that is, all
Qi·(ni1 × ni2) have the same sign. More precisely,
one has to add further higher-order Fourier com-
ponents to Eq. 3whenminimizingF[M]. However,
these terms remain small close to Tc. The relative
shifts, Dri, of the helices, which we calculate
theoretically, determine whether the A crystal can
be described as a lattice of skyrmions (see below).

One also has to take into account that an ex-
ternal magnetic field favors helices with Q vec-
tors parallel to B, because this way the spins
may easily tilt parallel to the field to form a
conical structure. Within mean-field theory, this
conical phase always has the lowest energy (11).
However, in the parameter range, where the A

phase occurs experimentally, that is, close to Tc,
at intermediate magnetic fields (Fig. 1A), the
energy difference between the two phases be-
comes very small as shown in the Fig. 3B
inset. The origin of the energy minimum of the A
crystal for moderate magnetic field can be traced
back to the size of the modulations of the mag-
netization amplitude, |M(r)|, which is minimal
close to B ≈ 0.4Bc2 (11). In our mean-field Landau-
Ginzburg theory, the A crystal thus appears as
a metastable phase, which becomes extremely
close in energy to the conical phase for inter-
mediate fields B ≈ 0.4Bc2.

It turns out that, when we consider thermal
fluctuations around the mean-field solution,
these stabilize the A crystal. To show this, we con-
sider the leading correction to mean-field theory
arising from Gaussian fluctuations

G ≈ F½M0& þ
1
2
log det

d2F
dMdM

! "
#

#

#

#

M0

ð4Þ

whereM0 is the mean-field spin configuration for
either the A phase or the conical phase. To make
Eq. 4 well defined, one has to specify a cutoff
scheme for short length scales. We use a cutoff in
momentum space, k < 2p/a, where a is the lattice
spacing of the MnSi crystal. Because of the long
pitch of the helix, it turns out that most
contributions arise from fluctuations on short
length scales with the exception of temperatures
extremely close to Tc [see (11) for a detailed
discussion], but both short-range and long-range
fluctuations favor the A crystal for intermediate
magnetic fields. As shown in the Fig. 3B inset, the
fluctuations indeed stabilize the A crystal. A typ-
ical phase diagram resulting from Eq. 4 is shown
in Fig. 3B. The theoretical phase diagram catches
the main characteristics of the experimental phase
diagram. The A crystal is stable at intermediate
fields not too far from Tc. When interpreting the
theoretical result, one has to take into account that
Eq. 4 is only valid for small fluctuations and
therefore cannot be applied too close to Tc. Indeed
it is expected (17, 18) that fluctuations ultimately
drive the transition first order and that such strong
fluctuations will substantially shift the transition
line to the paramagnet.We estimate the strength of
fluctuations by calculating the leading correction
to the order parameter for both the conical phase
and the A crystal (11). In the shaded area of Fig.
3B, these corrections are small (less than 20%),
which justifies the use of Eq. 4.

As can be seen from Fig. 3C, the magnetic
structure of the A crystal obtained by minimiz-
ing F[M] is characterized by a pattern of mag-
netic vortices. To elucidate their nature, we
compute the skyrmion density given by (19):

f ¼ 1
4p

n ⋅
∂n
∂x

' ∂n
∂y

ð5Þ

where x and y are the coordinates perpendicular
to B and n =M(r)/|M(r)| is the orientation of the
magnetization. f is a measure of the winding of
the magnetization profile. If f integrates to 1 or
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Fig. 2. Typical neutron small angle scattering intensities; note that the color scale is logarithmic to make
weak features visible. Data represent the sum over rocking scans with respect to the vertical axis through
the sample. (A) to (C) show data for sample 1 and (D) to (F) for sample 2. Backgrounds measured above
Tc and B = 0 were subtracted in all panels except for (A) (light blue square). Spots are labeled for
reference; for the intensity of these spots as a function of rocking angle, see (11). (A) Helical order in
sample 1 in the zero-field-cooled state at T = 27 K and B = 0. (B) Sixfold intensity pattern in the A phase
in sample 1; same orientation as in (A); T = 26.45 K, B = 0.164 T. (C) Sixfold intensity pattern in the A
phase for random orientation of sample 1 (see text for details); T = 26.77 K, B = 0.164 T. (D) Helical
order in sample 2 in the zero-field-cooled state at T = 16 K and B = 0. (E) A phase in sample 2, same
orientation as in (D); T = 27.7 K, B = 0.162 T. (F) A phase as measured in conventional setup [compare
Fig. 1A in (11)], where data in all other panels were measured in the configuration shown in Fig. 1B; T =
27.7 K, B = 0.190 T. A small residual intensity due to the conical phase is observed (spots 9 and 10),
whereas spots 6 and 8 correspond to those in (E).
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−1, a topologically stable knot exists in the mag-
netization. As shown in Fig. 3D, the skyrmion
density is finite and oscillates between posi-
tive and negative as compared with the normal
helical or conical phases, where it is zero. More-
over, the skyrmion numberF = ∫f(r)d2r per two-
dimensional unit cell is quantized and adds up to
−1. Taken together this implies that the A crystal
can be interpreted as a crystal made out of quan-
tized objects, the skyrmion lines, with a mag-
netization at their core that is antiparallel to the
applied magnetic field and M0.

Because of its symmetry and the cubic in-
teractions, the A crystal has to be separated by
two first-order phase transitions both from the
conical and the paramagnetic phases. This is
consistent with the experimental observations.
Two additional features in the scattering patterns
that account for less than 1% of the total inte-
grated scattering intensity are, first, weak con-
tinuous streaks of intensity emerging radially
outward from the six main spots and, second, the
coexistence of conical order and the spin crystal.
Both may be the result of weak heterogeneities

resulting from these generic first-order bounda-
ries of the A crystal, possibly in combination
with demagnetizing fields.

Many years ago in a seminal study, Bogdanov
and collaborators used a mean-field model to
predict the existence of skyrmion lattices for an-
isotropic noncentrosymmetric magnetic materials
under the application of a magnetic field (20, 21).
The authors also pointed out that, within their
mean-field theory for cubic materials such as
MnSi, the skyrmion lattice would always be
metastable.Moreover, in the absence of amagnetic
field, it has been shown theoretically that certain
crystalline spin structures can be stabilized by long-
range interactions or an additional phenomeno-
logical parameter (22–24). In contrast to these
predictions, we find in this study that it is sufficient
to include the effects of Gaussian thermal fluctua-
tions to stabilize skyrmion lattices in a magnetic
field in cubic materials.

It is instructive to search for analogies of the A
crystal in other condensed matter systems.
Because it is a multi-Q structure, we note that
previously known multi-Q structures, for exam-

ple, in the rare earths, involve large values of Q
and exhibit very strong pinning to the atomic
lattice (25, 26), whereas for MnSi we observe that
the sixfold pattern of the A crystal exists
independently of the underlying lattice and Q is
quite tiny. Although flux lines in superconductors
and the magnetic skyrmion lines observed are
topologically completely different objects, there is
nevertheless an intimate similarity of the Abriko-
sov lattice of superconducting flux lines and the
hexagonal symmetry of the A crystal (20, 21).
Moreover, the A crystal is characterized by broken
translation symmetry in the plane perpendicular to
B only. Therefore the A phase is similar to the
chiral columnar phase of liquid crystals (16, 27).
Further, the spin structure of the A crystal is
topologically equivalent to theoretical predictions
of the spin structure of the ferromagnetic quantum
Hall state near 1/2 filling (28), where, however, the
underlying energetics is completely different.
Lastly, individual magnetic vortices attract also
great interest as a micromagnetic phenomenon,
which arises when conventional domain walls in
soft ferromagnets are made to meet (29).

The skyrmion lattice in the chiral magnet
MnSi reported here represents an example where
an electronic liquid forms a spin crystal made from
topologically nontrivial entities. This provides a
glimpse of the large variety of magnetic states that
may be expected from the particle-like magnetic
objects currently discussed in the literature.
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Fig. 3. (A) Depiction of the hexagonal basis vectors of the crystalline spin order in the A phase. (B)
Theoretical phase diagram as a function of magnetic field B/B0 with B0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

( JQ2)3/U
p

and the parameter
t = r0J/D2 − 1, which is roughly proportional to T − Tc. We use the model parameter g = JD/U = 5 and a
momentum-space cutoff k < 40D/J. Smaller values of g increase the A phase regime. For most values of
field, the A phase is either metastable or stable, but at low fields below the dotted line it becomes
unstable. Above and to the right of the red dashed line, the fluctuation correction to the size of the order
parameter becomes larger than 20%, and our theoretical analysis becomes uncontrolled. Therefore in the
shaded gray region, we have reliably established stability of the A phase within our model [see (11) for
details]. (Inset) Energy difference between A phase and conical phase as a function of field for the same
parameters and t = −3.5, both in the mean-field approximation and with fluctuation corrections.
Fluctuations stabilize the A phase at intermediate fields. (C) Real space depiction of the spin arrangement
in the A phase in the x-y plane. Note that this spin arrangement is translation-invariant along the z axis,
which is parallel to the magnetic field. (D) Skyrmion density per unit cell area as calculated for the A
phase as shown in (C). The integrated skyrmion density per unit cell is finite, F = −1. The arrows
represent the magnetization component perpendicular to the line of sight.
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Bragg spots are located in the plane perpendic-
ular to B and display a sixfold symmetry (be-
cause both Q and −Q give a Bragg reflection)
independent of the orientation of the underlying
lattice. We therefore suggest that the A phase is
a chiral spin crystal, the A crystal, approximate-
ly characterized by the magnetization

M(r) ≈ Mf þ∑
3

i¼1
Mh

Qi
(rþ Dri) ð3Þ

where Mh
Qi
(r) ¼ A½ni1 cos(Qir)þ ni2 sin(Qi)r&

is the magnetization of a single chiral helix with
amplitude A, wave vector Qi, and two unit vectors,
ni1 and ni2, orthogonal to each other and to Qi. All

three helices have the same chirality; that is, all
Qi·(ni1 × ni2) have the same sign. More precisely,
one has to add further higher-order Fourier com-
ponents to Eq. 3whenminimizingF[M]. However,
these terms remain small close to Tc. The relative
shifts, Dri, of the helices, which we calculate
theoretically, determine whether the A crystal can
be described as a lattice of skyrmions (see below).

One also has to take into account that an ex-
ternal magnetic field favors helices with Q vec-
tors parallel to B, because this way the spins
may easily tilt parallel to the field to form a
conical structure. Within mean-field theory, this
conical phase always has the lowest energy (11).
However, in the parameter range, where the A

phase occurs experimentally, that is, close to Tc,
at intermediate magnetic fields (Fig. 1A), the
energy difference between the two phases be-
comes very small as shown in the Fig. 3B
inset. The origin of the energy minimum of the A
crystal for moderate magnetic field can be traced
back to the size of the modulations of the mag-
netization amplitude, |M(r)|, which is minimal
close to B ≈ 0.4Bc2 (11). In our mean-field Landau-
Ginzburg theory, the A crystal thus appears as
a metastable phase, which becomes extremely
close in energy to the conical phase for inter-
mediate fields B ≈ 0.4Bc2.

It turns out that, when we consider thermal
fluctuations around the mean-field solution,
these stabilize the A crystal. To show this, we con-
sider the leading correction to mean-field theory
arising from Gaussian fluctuations

G ≈ F½M0& þ
1
2
log det

d2F
dMdM

! "
#

#

#

#

M0

ð4Þ

whereM0 is the mean-field spin configuration for
either the A phase or the conical phase. To make
Eq. 4 well defined, one has to specify a cutoff
scheme for short length scales. We use a cutoff in
momentum space, k < 2p/a, where a is the lattice
spacing of the MnSi crystal. Because of the long
pitch of the helix, it turns out that most
contributions arise from fluctuations on short
length scales with the exception of temperatures
extremely close to Tc [see (11) for a detailed
discussion], but both short-range and long-range
fluctuations favor the A crystal for intermediate
magnetic fields. As shown in the Fig. 3B inset, the
fluctuations indeed stabilize the A crystal. A typ-
ical phase diagram resulting from Eq. 4 is shown
in Fig. 3B. The theoretical phase diagram catches
the main characteristics of the experimental phase
diagram. The A crystal is stable at intermediate
fields not too far from Tc. When interpreting the
theoretical result, one has to take into account that
Eq. 4 is only valid for small fluctuations and
therefore cannot be applied too close to Tc. Indeed
it is expected (17, 18) that fluctuations ultimately
drive the transition first order and that such strong
fluctuations will substantially shift the transition
line to the paramagnet.We estimate the strength of
fluctuations by calculating the leading correction
to the order parameter for both the conical phase
and the A crystal (11). In the shaded area of Fig.
3B, these corrections are small (less than 20%),
which justifies the use of Eq. 4.

As can be seen from Fig. 3C, the magnetic
structure of the A crystal obtained by minimiz-
ing F[M] is characterized by a pattern of mag-
netic vortices. To elucidate their nature, we
compute the skyrmion density given by (19):

f ¼ 1
4p

n ⋅
∂n
∂x

' ∂n
∂y

ð5Þ

where x and y are the coordinates perpendicular
to B and n =M(r)/|M(r)| is the orientation of the
magnetization. f is a measure of the winding of
the magnetization profile. If f integrates to 1 or
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Fig. 2. Typical neutron small angle scattering intensities; note that the color scale is logarithmic to make
weak features visible. Data represent the sum over rocking scans with respect to the vertical axis through
the sample. (A) to (C) show data for sample 1 and (D) to (F) for sample 2. Backgrounds measured above
Tc and B = 0 were subtracted in all panels except for (A) (light blue square). Spots are labeled for
reference; for the intensity of these spots as a function of rocking angle, see (11). (A) Helical order in
sample 1 in the zero-field-cooled state at T = 27 K and B = 0. (B) Sixfold intensity pattern in the A phase
in sample 1; same orientation as in (A); T = 26.45 K, B = 0.164 T. (C) Sixfold intensity pattern in the A
phase for random orientation of sample 1 (see text for details); T = 26.77 K, B = 0.164 T. (D) Helical
order in sample 2 in the zero-field-cooled state at T = 16 K and B = 0. (E) A phase in sample 2, same
orientation as in (D); T = 27.7 K, B = 0.162 T. (F) A phase as measured in conventional setup [compare
Fig. 1A in (11)], where data in all other panels were measured in the configuration shown in Fig. 1B; T =
27.7 K, B = 0.190 T. A small residual intensity due to the conical phase is observed (spots 9 and 10),
whereas spots 6 and 8 correspond to those in (E).
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−1, a topologically stable knot exists in the mag-
netization. As shown in Fig. 3D, the skyrmion
density is finite and oscillates between posi-
tive and negative as compared with the normal
helical or conical phases, where it is zero. More-
over, the skyrmion numberF = ∫f(r)d2r per two-
dimensional unit cell is quantized and adds up to
−1. Taken together this implies that the A crystal
can be interpreted as a crystal made out of quan-
tized objects, the skyrmion lines, with a mag-
netization at their core that is antiparallel to the
applied magnetic field and M0.

Because of its symmetry and the cubic in-
teractions, the A crystal has to be separated by
two first-order phase transitions both from the
conical and the paramagnetic phases. This is
consistent with the experimental observations.
Two additional features in the scattering patterns
that account for less than 1% of the total inte-
grated scattering intensity are, first, weak con-
tinuous streaks of intensity emerging radially
outward from the six main spots and, second, the
coexistence of conical order and the spin crystal.
Both may be the result of weak heterogeneities

resulting from these generic first-order bounda-
ries of the A crystal, possibly in combination
with demagnetizing fields.

Many years ago in a seminal study, Bogdanov
and collaborators used a mean-field model to
predict the existence of skyrmion lattices for an-
isotropic noncentrosymmetric magnetic materials
under the application of a magnetic field (20, 21).
The authors also pointed out that, within their
mean-field theory for cubic materials such as
MnSi, the skyrmion lattice would always be
metastable.Moreover, in the absence of amagnetic
field, it has been shown theoretically that certain
crystalline spin structures can be stabilized by long-
range interactions or an additional phenomeno-
logical parameter (22–24). In contrast to these
predictions, we find in this study that it is sufficient
to include the effects of Gaussian thermal fluctua-
tions to stabilize skyrmion lattices in a magnetic
field in cubic materials.

It is instructive to search for analogies of the A
crystal in other condensed matter systems.
Because it is a multi-Q structure, we note that
previously known multi-Q structures, for exam-

ple, in the rare earths, involve large values of Q
and exhibit very strong pinning to the atomic
lattice (25, 26), whereas for MnSi we observe that
the sixfold pattern of the A crystal exists
independently of the underlying lattice and Q is
quite tiny. Although flux lines in superconductors
and the magnetic skyrmion lines observed are
topologically completely different objects, there is
nevertheless an intimate similarity of the Abriko-
sov lattice of superconducting flux lines and the
hexagonal symmetry of the A crystal (20, 21).
Moreover, the A crystal is characterized by broken
translation symmetry in the plane perpendicular to
B only. Therefore the A phase is similar to the
chiral columnar phase of liquid crystals (16, 27).
Further, the spin structure of the A crystal is
topologically equivalent to theoretical predictions
of the spin structure of the ferromagnetic quantum
Hall state near 1/2 filling (28), where, however, the
underlying energetics is completely different.
Lastly, individual magnetic vortices attract also
great interest as a micromagnetic phenomenon,
which arises when conventional domain walls in
soft ferromagnets are made to meet (29).

The skyrmion lattice in the chiral magnet
MnSi reported here represents an example where
an electronic liquid forms a spin crystal made from
topologically nontrivial entities. This provides a
glimpse of the large variety of magnetic states that
may be expected from the particle-like magnetic
objects currently discussed in the literature.
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Fig. 3. (A) Depiction of the hexagonal basis vectors of the crystalline spin order in the A phase. (B)
Theoretical phase diagram as a function of magnetic field B/B0 with B0 ¼
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( JQ2)3/U
p

and the parameter
t = r0J/D2 − 1, which is roughly proportional to T − Tc. We use the model parameter g = JD/U = 5 and a
momentum-space cutoff k < 40D/J. Smaller values of g increase the A phase regime. For most values of
field, the A phase is either metastable or stable, but at low fields below the dotted line it becomes
unstable. Above and to the right of the red dashed line, the fluctuation correction to the size of the order
parameter becomes larger than 20%, and our theoretical analysis becomes uncontrolled. Therefore in the
shaded gray region, we have reliably established stability of the A phase within our model [see (11) for
details]. (Inset) Energy difference between A phase and conical phase as a function of field for the same
parameters and t = −3.5, both in the mean-field approximation and with fluctuation corrections.
Fluctuations stabilize the A phase at intermediate fields. (C) Real space depiction of the spin arrangement
in the A phase in the x-y plane. Note that this spin arrangement is translation-invariant along the z axis,
which is parallel to the magnetic field. (D) Skyrmion density per unit cell area as calculated for the A
phase as shown in (C). The integrated skyrmion density per unit cell is finite, F = −1. The arrows
represent the magnetization component perpendicular to the line of sight.
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Figure 1 | Roaming through a skyrmion. When 

Chiral cubic ferromagnet (P213) 

(several tens of nanometres) can be regarded as a magnetically 2D
system, in which the direction of q is confined within the plane
because the sample thickness is less than the helical wavelength;
therefore, various features should appear that are missing in bulk
samples. In the context of the skyrmion, the thin film has the advant-
age that the conical state is not stabilized when the magnetic field is
perpendicular to the plane23. Therefore, it is expected that the SkX can
be stabilized much more easily, and even at T5 0, in a thin film of
helical magnet.

In this Letter, we report the real-space observation of the forma-
tion of the SkX in a thin film of B20-type Fe0.5Co0.5Si, the thickness of
which is less than the helical wavelength, using Lorentz TEM28 with a
high spatial resolution. The quantitative evaluation of the magnetic
components is achieved by combining the Lorentz TEM observation
with a magnetic transport-of-intensity equation (TIE) calculation
(Supplementary Information).

We first discuss the two prototypical topological spin textures
observed for the (001) thin film of Fe0.5Co0.5Si. The Monte Carlo
simulation (Supplementary Information) for the discretized version
of the Hamiltonian in equation (1) predicts that the proper screw
(Fig. 1a) changes to the 2D skyrmion lattice (Fig. 1b) when a perpen-
dicular externalmagnetic field is applied at low temperature andwhen
the thickness of the thin film is reduced to close to or less than the
helical wavelength. The Lorentz TEM observation of the zero-field
state below the magnetic transition temperature (,40K) clearly
reveals the stripy pattern (Fig. 1d) of the lateral component of the
magnetization, with a period of 90 nm, as previously reported18; this
indicates the proper-screw spin propagating in the [100] or [010]
direction. When a magnetic field (50mT) was applied normal to the
plate, a 2D skyrmion lattice like that predicted by the simulation
(Fig. 1b) was observed as a real-space image (Fig. 1e) by means of
Lorentz TEM. The hexagonal lattice is a periodic array of swirling spin
textures (amagnified view is shown in Fig. 1f) and the lattice spacing is
of the same order as the stripe period,,90 nm. Each skyrmion has the
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction energy gain, and the regions
between them have the magnetic field energy gain. Therefore, the
closest-packed hexagonal lattice of the skyrmion has both energy
gains, and forms at a magnetic field strength intermediate between
two critical values, each of which is of order a2/J in units of energy.We

note that the anticlockwise rotating spins in each spin structure reflect
the sign of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction of this helical mag-
net. Although Lorentz TEM cannot specify the direction of the mag-
netization normal to the plate, the spins in the background (where the
black colouring indicates zero lateral component) should point
upwards and the spins in the black cores of the ‘particles’ should point
downwards; this is inferred from comparison with the simulation of
the skyrmion and is also in accord with there being a larger upward
component along the direction of the magnetic field. The situation is
similar to the magnetic flux in a superconductor29, in which the spins
are parallel to the magnetic field in the core of each vortex.

Keeping this transformation between the two distinct spin textures
(helical and skyrmion) in mind, let us go into detail about their field
and temperature dependences. First, we consider the isothermal vari-
ation of the spin texture as the magnetic field applied normal to the
(001) film is increased in intensity. The magnetic domain configura-
tion at zero field is shown in Fig. 2a. In analogy to Bragg reflections
observed in neutron scattering22, two peaks were found in the cor-
responding fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern (Fig. 2e), confirm-
ing that the helical axis is along the [100] direction. In the real-space
image, however, knife-edge dislocations (such as that marked by an
arrowhead in Fig. 2a) are often seen in the helical spin state, as
pointed out in ref. 18. When a weak external magnetic field, of
20mT, was applied normal to the thin film, the hexagonally arranged
skyrmions (marked by a hexagon in Fig. 2b) started to appear as the
spin stripes began to fragment. The coexistence of the stripe domain
and skyrmions is also seen in the corresponding FFT pattern (Fig. 2f);
the two main peaks rotate slightly away from the [100] axis, and two
other broad peaks and a weak halo appear. With further increase of
themagnetic field to 50mT (Fig. 2c), stripe domains were completely
replaced by hexagonally ordered skyrmions. Such a 2D skyrmion
lattice structure develops over the whole region of the (001) sample,
except for the areas containing magnetic defects (Supplementary
Information). A lattice dislocation was also observed in the SkX, as
indicated by a white arrowhead in Fig. 2c. The corresponding FFT
(Fig. 2g) shows the six peaks associated with the hexagonal SkX
structure. The SkX structure changes to a ferromagnetic structure
at a higher magnetic field, for example 80mT (Fig. 2d, h), rendering
no magnetic contrast in the lateral component.

d e f

90 nm 90 nm 30 nm

[010] [100]

a b c

Figure 1 | Topological spin textures in the helical magnet Fe0.5Co0.5Si.
a, b, Helical (a) and skyrmion (b) structures predicted by Monte Carlo
simulation. c, Schematic of the spin configuration in a skyrmion. d–f, The
experimentally observed real-space images of the spin texture, represented
by the lateral magnetization distribution as obtained by TIE analysis of the

Lorentz TEM data: helical structure at zero magnetic field (d), the skyrmion
crystal (SkX) structure for a weak magnetic field (50mT) applied normal to
the thin plate (e) and a magnified view of e (f). The colour map and white
arrows represent the magnetization direction at each point.
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Cu2OSeO3 : Multiferroic Skyrmions
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coincides with the anomalies in the P-H profile
(Fig. 2, A and C), suggesting a strong mag-
netoelectric coupling in this material. The above
results indicate that all the magnetic phases (fer-
rimagnetic, helimagnetic, and even the skyrmion
lattice spin state) can magnetically induce non-
zero electric polarization with varying sign and
magnitude.

The emergence of P || H || [111] in these
magnetic phases can be justified from the view-
point of magnetic symmetry. The crystal struc-
ture of Cu2OSeO3 belongs to the nonpolar
(paraelectric) space group P213, which possesses
threefold rotation axes along <111> and 21-screw
axes along <100> (Fig. 4C). The skyrmion lattice
spin texture itself is also nonpolar, because it holds
an orthogonal arrangement of a sixfold rotation
axis (6) alongH and twofold rotation axes followed
by time reversal (2′) normal toH (Fig. 4B).When
a skyrmion lattice is formed with H || [111] on
the Cu2OSeO3 crystal lattice, however, most of
symmetry elements are lost, and only the three-
fold rotation axis along the H direction survives.
As a result, the system can become polar along
theH direction, and the emergence ofP ||H || [111]
is allowed (Fig. 4F) (32). Likewise, the ferri-
magnetic order with H || M || [111] (Fig. 4D) or
the helimagnetic order withH || q || [111] (Fig. 4E)
leaves only the threefold rotation axis or screw
axis along H, and hence also allows the
emergence of P || H || [111]. Because of the dif-
ferent magnetic-moment distributions, however,
the M dependence of P[111] becomes distinct
between the helimagnetic (conical) and SkX or-
ders, thereby causing the nonmonotonous change
of P[111] by way of the SkX state in the H-
increasing/decreasing runs, as seen in Fig. 3I.

Cu2OSeO3 can be regarded as an insulating
analog of B20 alloys, given the similarity in the
crystal symmetry and a magnetic phase diagram
characterized by the narrow A phase (SkX state)
region; this might suggest that chiral-lattice cu-
bic ferro/ferrimagnets ubiquitously host skyrmion
spin texture regardless of metallic or insulating
state. In insulators, the skyrmion can be accom-
panied by electric polarization, which may enable
manipulation of skyrmions by an applied electric
field. In B20 alloys (6), skyrmions can appear not
only in crystallized form but also as independent
particles, especially at the phase boundary be-
tween the collinear and SkX states. An individual
skyrmion particle should locally carry a distinc-
tive magnitude of electric dipole under the fer-
rimagnetic background in Cu2OSeO3, which, in
principle, allows the transport of skyrmions by
the spatial gradient of an electric field as the pro-
cess of minimizing electrostatic energy. Skyrmions
in multiferroics may be a building block to design
energy-efficient spintronic devices with unique
magnetoelectric functions.
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Fig. 4. (A) Development of helical spin order under an appliedmagnetic field. (B)
Spin distribution for a magnetic skyrmion crystal, with background color repre-
senting the out-of-plane component of the magnetic moment (Sz). Compatible
symmetry elements are also indicated: twofold rotation axes followed by time

reversal (2′) and a sixfold rotation axis along the out-of-plane direction (6). Red
arrows indicate 2′ axes. (C) Symmetry elements allowed for the crystal structure
of Cu2OSeO3 with space group P213. (D to F) The P direction for ferrimagnetic,
helimagnetic, and skyrmion-crystal states under H || [111], respectively.
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Cu2OSeO3 : Symmetry Analysis
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Cu2OSeO3 : Charge distribution in skyrmion
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Electric field induced rotation of skyrmion lattice
J. S. White et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24, 432201 (2012). 
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Figure 3. The E-field dependence of the relative rotation angle for
the entire SkL, as determined by obtaining the mean azimuthal
angular shift of all six peaks relative to the peak positions
determined for µ0H ⌦ [11̄0] = +16 mT and 0 V. Each datapoint
was collected after exiting the SkL phase via a degauss procedure,
adjusting the E-field at zero magnetic field, and finally ramping the
magnetic field to enter the SkL phase. The temperature always
remained at T = 57 K while these data were collected. Dashed lines
show linear fits to the data for each polarity of the magnetic field.

of +16 mT the linear fit gradient is 0.0023(3)⇤(V mm�1)�1,
while for �16 mT we find a slope of 0.0022(1)⇤(V mm�1)�1.

4. Discussion

In order to clarify the origin of the E-field effect on the SkL
that we observe in the µ0H ⌦ [11̄0] geometry, we first mention
that in the absence of external perturbations such as applied
E-fields or electric currents, the SkL orientation is determined
by a weak magneto-crystalline anisotropy [1]. According
to a recent SANS study of the SkL in Cu2OSeO3, with
µ0H ⌦ [110] and no applied E-field [9], the SkL orientation
was observed to transform between single SkL domains
related by a 30⇤ rotation upon changing the applied magnetic
field and temperature. This observation was suggested to arise
due to a sensitive magnetic field and temperature-dependence
of the underlying magneto-crystalline anisotropy. Since
each of our measurements were done always at the same
temperature and magnitude of the magnetic field, and the sign
of the SkL rotation demonstrates a clear dependence on the
sign of the E-field, we rule out a similar explanation here.

In the B20 alloy MnSi, a similar azimuthal rotation of
the SkL diffraction pattern was demonstrated to be caused
by the simultaneous application of both an electric current
and a small temperature gradient within the SkL plane [5].
The physical origin of the skyrmion motion was explained to
arise due to forces exerted by the conduction electrons on the
skyrmions [5]. In order to overcome pinning and to initiate the
skyrmion motion, it was found necessary to apply a current
density of at least j ⌅ 2.2⇥106 A m�2. In our experiments on
insulating Cu2OSeO3, in the presence of an applied voltage
the residual current flow through the sample never exceeded

Figure 4. A schematic illustration showing the relative directions
of the applied vector fields with respect to the cubic lattice of
Cu2OSeO3. The SkL is shown to lie in the [11̄0] plane, and the
E-field is applied along [111]. According to calculations for this
direction of the applied magnetic field [16], each skyrmion exhibits
a local electric dipole p along the [001] direction (light blue arrows).
In zero E-field, the electric dipole is expected to lie 45⇤ to [111].

a magnitude of j ⌅ 0.02 A m�2. Since this is eight orders
of magnitude lower than that observed necessary to move the
skyrmions in MnSi, we conclude that an alternative physical
mechanism is necessary in order to explain our observations
in Cu2OSeO3.

At the heart of the observed E-field driven rotation of the
SkL in Cu2OSeO3 is the physical origin of the ME interaction.
Of the three microscopic mechanisms proposed to describe
the magnetically-induced origin of electric polarization in
the magnetoelectrics and multiferroics, the more commonly
observed exchange striction [20] and spin-current/inverse DM
mechanisms [21, 22] are inactive in Cu2OSeO3. Instead, it has
been shown in recent experimental [16] and theoretical [16,
17] work that the ME coupling in Cu2OSeO3 arises due to
the less common spin–orbit (SO) mechanism [23–25]. This
mechanism is active between hybridized O p-ligands and
Cu d-orbitals, leading to the emergence of a local electric
dipole along the bond direction. Most intriguingly, and
consistent with expectations based on symmetry arguments,
the skyrmion spin texture permits a polar state only for certain
directions of the applied magnetic field, namely P ⌦ [001] for
µ0H ⌦ [110] and P ⌦ [111] for µ0H ⌦ [111] [7, 16]. For the
case of µ0H ⌦ [110], a direct evaluation of the electric charge
density expected due to the SO coupling mechanism shows
that each skyrmion supports a single local electric dipole both
within the SkL plane, and orthogonal to the applied magnetic
field [16]. In figure 4 we illustrate the situation expected
to be realized for the case of our experimental geometry
with µ0H ⌦ [11̄0]. In our experiments, each electric dipole
is expected to make an angle [16] to the [111] direction
along which the E-field is applied. Consequently, we propose
that the intrinsic origin of the SkL rotation observed in our

5

E = 0 E > 0

E < 0

Application of electric field rotates skyrmion crystal

0.02–0.50 Hz. Overall, our approach gives novel micro-
scopic insight into the quasidynamic response of the SKL
orientation.
Next, we consider unexpected effects that could explain

our observations. First, with E ¼ 0, various T- and
μ0H-dependent measurements show just the single SKL
orientation with qSKL∥½001# to exist in the explored portion
of the SKL phase [Fig. 1(a)]. No evidence is found in our
sample for a μ0H- and/or T-driven SKL realignment within
the SKL phase like that reported in Ref. [34], not even after
applying μ0H oscillations. The reason for such a difference
in observations is unclear, though it may reflect slight
variations in the microscopic properties between samples.
Second, when oscillating μ0H and obtaining the curves
shown in Fig. 3(a), we chose our experimental conditions
so as to never cross the SKL phase boundary. This was
done to avoid any effect due to E-field poling which, as
shown previously, may influence the SKL orientation [33].
Third, any residual leakage currents under applied E fields
were always ≲10−2 A · m−2, and insufficient to induce
Skyrmion motion. Fourth, our experiments were designed

for minimized gradients across the sample. With E ¼ 0, no
rotation was detected at a nominally constant sample T.
This indicates that control mechanisms reliant solely on a
thermal gradient can be discounted [20,35]. A persistent
SKL rotation could be imagined under a spatial E-field
gradient [36], though this is inconsistent with the observed
saturation of the SKL orientation.
Instead, we develop an analytic model to show that

an intrinsic ME effect lies behind the rotations. We
consider a spin Hamiltonian H that approximates the full
microscopic Hamiltonian for Cu2OSeO3 by a simplified
one which contains a single effective spin S per cubic unit
cell [31,36,37]. The leading term in H is HHDM ¼
Jð∇SÞ2 þDS · ð∇ × SÞ − h · S, where J, D are the coef-
ficients of the Heisenberg and DM (HDM) interactions,
respectively, and h is the magnetic field. For convenience,
the natural coordinate system is rotated so that the new ŷ
axis coincides with [001] in the original frame, and the
new ẑ axis coincides with [11̄0], which is parallel to μ0H.
In the absence of h, the competition between the
Heisenberg and DM interactions leads to a helical ground
state with spin configuration SðrÞ ¼ SðqÞeiq·rþ
Sð−qÞe−iq·r, and where SðqÞ ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
ð−iq̂y; iq̂x; 1Þ is the

Fourier amplitude of the helix at propagation vector q. At
finite h, the SKL can be stabilized, and the spin configu-
ration can be written as a superposition of three proper
helices [1]

SðrÞ ¼ mH

X3

i¼1

(SðqiÞeiqi·r þ Sð−qiÞe−iqi·r)þmFẑ: ð1Þ

Here, propagation vectors qi (i ¼ 1, 2, 3) lie in the x̂-ŷ
plane, and have azimuthal angles of ϕ, ϕþ 2π=3, and
ϕ − 2π=3, respectively. The angle ϕ, thus, defines the SKL
orientation. mH and mF are the components of the helices
and the net magnetization, respectively. They satisfy the
constraint 1 ¼ hS2ðrÞi ¼ 6m2

H þm2
F, so that the spins in

the lattice all have unit length on average.
Next, we examine the magnetocrystalline anisotropy

term, HA which is constructed for the cubic lattice using
a symmetry analysis that employs Neumann’s principle
(see the Supplemental Material [31]). Substitution of
Eq. (1) into each of the second- and fourth-order spin
anisotropy terms yield constants independent of ϕ. A
ϕ-dependent energy is obtained, however, from the sixth-
order term

Eð6Þ
A ¼ Bð5=512Þm6

H cosð6ϕÞ; ð2Þ

where B represents the amplitude of sixth-order spin
anisotropy. Minimizing Eð6Þ

A yields solutions ϕ ¼ 0 when
B < 0, and ϕ ¼ π=6 when B > 0. For E ¼ 0, we observe
that the SKL has a propagation vector parallel to [001].
This direction corresponds to the ŷ axis in the rotated
model frame, so ϕ ¼ π=6. Therefore, B > 0 ensures the
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The average SKL rotation angle as a
function of both μ0H oscillation number and E field. At each data
point, the oscillations were stopped and the SANS measurement
done in a static μ0H ¼ 16 mT. A negative (positive) angle
corresponds to a clockwise (counterclockwise) rotation of
qSKL as seen in Fig. 2. Solid lines are fits using the relaxation
model described in the text. From the fits, we obtain the E-field-
dependence of τðEÞ (inset), and the rotation saturation angle
shown in (b). In (b), the solid black line is a fit of the data as
described in the text. The fit parameters define the range of
possible SKL orientations that lie between the dashed black lines.
Dotted gray lines indicate the range of orientations expected
directly from the theory.
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Figure 1(a) shows the explored portion of the magnetic
phase diagram for μ0H∥½11̄0", and for our 26 mg single
crystal of Cu2OSeO3. In the zero-field helical phase, we
observe the expected SANS pattern with a single wave
vector qh∥½001" (note that both #q each give a Bragg spot)
[Fig. 1(c)]. By applying μ0H∥½11̄0" ¼ 19 mT at 56.8 K, the
SANS pattern transforms into the sixfold symmetric one
expected for the triple-q SKL, also with a wave vector
qSKL∥½001", and two further q vectors at angles relative to
qSKL of #2π=3 [Fig. 1(b)]. Consistent with previous work
[33], applying a dc E field within the SKL state does not
discernibly alter the SKL orientation. Here, we discover
that by additionally oscillating μ0H weakly around its mean
value, a SKL rotation is generated that saturates at an angle
dependent solely on the E field.
Figure 2 summarizes the E-field-induced SKL rotations

generated in Cu2OSeO3. Figure 2(b) shows the SKL
orientation with qSKL∥½001" after an initial zero-field
cool from 70 to 56.8 K, followed by ramping μ0H∥½11̄0"
to 16 mT. By sequentially applying an E field ¼
þ1.89 kV · mm−1, and then 2940 triangular μ0H oscilla-
tions around the average 16 mT field, the SKL orientation
shown in Fig. 2(a) is obtained.Here, theμ0H oscillations had
a frequency f ¼ 0.05 Hz, and an amplitude Δμ0H # 4 mT
(8 mT peak-to-peak) chosen so as to always remain
within the SKL phase—see the green line in Fig. 1(a).
From Fig. 2(a), we find that the SKL orientation has rotated
counterclockwise relative to that seen in Fig. 2(b). Repeating

the overall procedure except with a reversed E field of
−1.89 kV · mm−1, Fig. 2(c) shows the SKL to have
rotated clockwise after 3000 oscillations. In Fig. 2(d), we
emphasize the contrasting SKL orientations obtained for E
fields of opposite direction.
Figure 3(a) shows the average SKL rotation angle as a

function of μ0H oscillation number for several E fields.
Three salient results arise from the analysis. First,
for the explored E-field range, the rotations span a giant
range of ∼25°. Second, the rotations are asymmetric with
the E field, with larger rotations achieved for negative E
fields. Third, at each E field, the rotation angle saturates
at a large oscillation number. To extract quantitative
information, we fitted the simple relaxation model
Φðn; EÞ ¼ Φ0ðEÞf1 − exp½−n=τðEÞ"g to the data at each
E field. Here, Φðn; EÞ is the average SKL rotation angle
relative to 0° (with qSKL∥½001"), and n is the number of
μ0H oscillations. Φ0ðEÞ is the saturation rotation angle,
and τðEÞ a relaxation constant. From the fits to each curve
seen in Fig. 3(a), we obtain the E-field-dependence
of both τðEÞ [Fig. 3(a), inset] and Φ0ðEÞ [Fig. 3(b)].
Preliminary data show τðEÞ to depend strongly on
Δμ0H, and weakly on f for the low frequency range

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The high-T portion of the magnetic
phase diagram of Cu2OSeO3 for μ0H∥½11̄0". Gray points denote
where SANS measurements were done, and red diamonds the
estimated locations of the phase boundaries. Similar phase
diagrams are reported elsewhere (notwithstanding quantitative
differences expected due to demagnetization effects) [13,24,28].
In green, we indicate the peak-to-peak range of oscillating μ0H
where a dc E field was also applied (see text for details). (b) and
(c), respectively, show typical SANS images from the SKL phase
at 19 mT, and the zero-field helical phase.

FIG. 2 (color online). SANS diffraction patterns from the SKL
with the sample under (a) E ¼ þ1.89 kV · mm−1 and after
2940 μ0H oscillations, (b) E ¼ 0, and no μ0H oscillations,
and (c) E ¼ −1.89 kV · mm−1 and after 3000 μ0H oscillations.
All measurements were done at T ¼ 56.8 K, and with a static
μ0H∥½11̄0" ¼ 16 mT. In (a)–(c), the diffraction spots exhibit
different intensities since they move at different speeds through
the Bragg condition. (d) shows the foreground data of panel (a),
subtracted from those of panel (c). All images correspond to
views of the detector as seen from the sample.
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Figure 1(a) shows the explored portion of the magnetic
phase diagram for μ0H∥½11̄0", and for our 26 mg single
crystal of Cu2OSeO3. In the zero-field helical phase, we
observe the expected SANS pattern with a single wave
vector qh∥½001" (note that both #q each give a Bragg spot)
[Fig. 1(c)]. By applying μ0H∥½11̄0" ¼ 19 mT at 56.8 K, the
SANS pattern transforms into the sixfold symmetric one
expected for the triple-q SKL, also with a wave vector
qSKL∥½001", and two further q vectors at angles relative to
qSKL of #2π=3 [Fig. 1(b)]. Consistent with previous work
[33], applying a dc E field within the SKL state does not
discernibly alter the SKL orientation. Here, we discover
that by additionally oscillating μ0H weakly around its mean
value, a SKL rotation is generated that saturates at an angle
dependent solely on the E field.
Figure 2 summarizes the E-field-induced SKL rotations

generated in Cu2OSeO3. Figure 2(b) shows the SKL
orientation with qSKL∥½001" after an initial zero-field
cool from 70 to 56.8 K, followed by ramping μ0H∥½11̄0"
to 16 mT. By sequentially applying an E field ¼
þ1.89 kV · mm−1, and then 2940 triangular μ0H oscilla-
tions around the average 16 mT field, the SKL orientation
shown in Fig. 2(a) is obtained.Here, theμ0H oscillations had
a frequency f ¼ 0.05 Hz, and an amplitude Δμ0H # 4 mT
(8 mT peak-to-peak) chosen so as to always remain
within the SKL phase—see the green line in Fig. 1(a).
From Fig. 2(a), we find that the SKL orientation has rotated
counterclockwise relative to that seen in Fig. 2(b). Repeating

the overall procedure except with a reversed E field of
−1.89 kV · mm−1, Fig. 2(c) shows the SKL to have
rotated clockwise after 3000 oscillations. In Fig. 2(d), we
emphasize the contrasting SKL orientations obtained for E
fields of opposite direction.
Figure 3(a) shows the average SKL rotation angle as a

function of μ0H oscillation number for several E fields.
Three salient results arise from the analysis. First,
for the explored E-field range, the rotations span a giant
range of ∼25°. Second, the rotations are asymmetric with
the E field, with larger rotations achieved for negative E
fields. Third, at each E field, the rotation angle saturates
at a large oscillation number. To extract quantitative
information, we fitted the simple relaxation model
Φðn; EÞ ¼ Φ0ðEÞf1 − exp½−n=τðEÞ"g to the data at each
E field. Here, Φðn; EÞ is the average SKL rotation angle
relative to 0° (with qSKL∥½001"), and n is the number of
μ0H oscillations. Φ0ðEÞ is the saturation rotation angle,
and τðEÞ a relaxation constant. From the fits to each curve
seen in Fig. 3(a), we obtain the E-field-dependence
of both τðEÞ [Fig. 3(a), inset] and Φ0ðEÞ [Fig. 3(b)].
Preliminary data show τðEÞ to depend strongly on
Δμ0H, and weakly on f for the low frequency range
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2940 μ0H oscillations, (b) E ¼ 0, and no μ0H oscillations,
and (c) E ¼ −1.89 kV · mm−1 and after 3000 μ0H oscillations.
All measurements were done at T ¼ 56.8 K, and with a static
μ0H∥½11̄0" ¼ 16 mT. In (a)–(c), the diffraction spots exhibit
different intensities since they move at different speeds through
the Bragg condition. (d) shows the foreground data of panel (a),
subtracted from those of panel (c). All images correspond to
views of the detector as seen from the sample.
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with the sample under (a) E ¼ þ1.89 kV · mm−1 and after
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views of the detector as seen from the sample.
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Hω- and Eω-induced Resonance of Skyrmion Lattice

Collective mode of skyrmion crystal can be excited not only by Hω, 
but also by Eω via magnetoelectric coupling
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FIG. 4: (color online). (a) The microwave absorption spec-
tra ∆S11 for HDC ⊥ HAC at various magnetic fields at 57.5
K. (b) The magnetic field variation of magnetic susceptibil-
ity at 57.5 K measured in the configuration corresponding to
the HDC ⊥ HAC microwave measurement. (c),(d) The (c)
frequency and (d) intensity of the magnetic modes in the mi-
crowave absorption spectra in (a). The closed and open circles
and closed squares in (c),(d) correspond to the excitations in
conical magnetic, skyrmion crystal, and ferrimagentic states,
respectively. (e) The intensity of the magnetic-resonance
mode for HDC ⊥ HAC (counter clock wise rotaional mode) in
skyrmion crystal plotted in the H − T phase diagram deter-
mined by the magnetic susceptibility measurement. Squares
stand for the measured (temperatures, magnetic field) points.





































































  















    









































































FIG. 5: (color online). (a) The magnetic field dependence
of microwave absorption spectra ∆S11 for HDC||HAC at 57.5
K. (b) The magnetic field variation of magnetic susceptibil-
ity at 57.5 K measured in the configuration corresponding
to the HDC||HAC microwave measurement. (c),(d) The (c)
frequency and (d) intensity of the magnetic mode in the mi-
crowave absorption spectra for HDC||HAC. (e) The inten-
sity of the magnetic-resonance mode forHDC||HAC (breathing
mode) in skyrmion crystal plotted in the H − T phase dia-
gram. Squares stand for the measured (temperatures, mag-
netic field) points.
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Figure 4 | Topological phenomena of skyrmions. a, Schematic picture of skyrmion motion and associated physical phenomena under the flow of 
electrons. Electron current drives the flow of a skyrmion by means of the spin-transfer torque mechanism. (Note that the direction of the charge 
current is the opposite to the electron flow.) Electrons are deflected by the Lorentz force due to the emergent magnetic field b of the skyrmion, which 
results in the THE. The velocity of the skyrmion has its transverse component proportional to αG–β, that is, the skyrmion Hall effect. The motion of 
the skyrmion is accompanied by the time-dependent emergent magnetic field b (pink), and hence the emergent electric field e, that is, emergent 
electromagnetic induction. b–g, Experimental observation of the THE. b, Hall resistivity ρH = ρyx in a MnSi thin film as a function of the magnetic field 
at various temperatures. c, The decomposition of the Hall resistivity to various contributions as ρH = ρN

H + ρA
H + ρT

H = R0H + SAρ2
xxM + ρT

H . d, Colour contour 
map of the magnitude of the topological contribution ρT

H + ρT
yx. e–g, Same as for b–d, except for a MnGe bulk sample. The inset of g is a model calculation 

of the three-dimensional skyrmion crystal. h–j, Experimental data for the current-driven emergent electromagnetic induction in bulk MnSi. h, Hall 
resistivity ρyx as a function of temperature for several magnetic field strengths. The black curves are for the limit of zero d.c. current density j, and the red 
are for j = 2.81 × 106 A m–2. Black arrows indicate the phase boundaries of the A phase, that is, skyrmion crystal state. It is noted that the Hall signal is 
suppressed in the skyrmion crystal phase due to the topological contribution (blue shaded region). i, Current density j dependence of the Hall resistivity 
in the skyrmion lattice phase of MnSi under a large applied d.c. electric current. Black arrows indicate the phase boundaries of the skyrmion crystal 
state. j, The change in the Hall resistivity ρyx as a function of j at B = 250 mT for several temperatures. The suppression of the signal above the threshold 
current density jc, which corresponds to the onset of the skyrmion crystal motion, is observed. This can be understood by the emergent electric field 
that is generated by the temporal change of the emergent magnetic field associated with skyrmions, that is, emergent electromagnetic induction. The 
error bars represent the statistical error of the data after subtracting a spline fit54. Figure reproduced with permission from: b–d, ref. 51, © 2013 APS; 
e–g, ref. 50, © 2011 APS; h–j, ref. 54, © 2012 NPG.
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Metal (B20 alloys)

Energy loss due to Joule heating is inevitable

Energetically more efficient approach ?
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FIG. 1: Snapshots of scattering processes with three di↵erent wavenumbers. (a1)–(a4): k̄⇠ ' 1.87⇡, (b1)–(b4): k̄⇠ ' 0.83⇡,
(c1)–(c4): k̄⇠ ' 0.52⇡, timesteps of the snapshots as indicated. The inset of (a1) shows the colour representation of the in-plane
spin component in (xy) spin space. In (a4), (b4) and (c4), the vertical blue line denotes the incoming magnon direction. For
the higher wavenumbers we can clearly identify the skew scattering of the magnons. In (a4) the white dashed lines indicate the
equal phase contour of the scattered magnons, and blue line perpendicular to those defines the scattering skew angle '̄. The
yellow lines represent the path traversed by the skyrmion also clearly showing skew scattering over an angle �. Hence we see
that the skyrmion skew angle is nearly half of the magnon skew angle as expected from the conservation of the momentum.

that the principal contribution to skew-scattering is the
emergent Lorentz force generated by the skyrmion.

Numerical results. Our model is the chiral magnet on
the 2D square lattice:

H =� J
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X

r

(mr)
z

. (1)

Here, mr is the unit vector representing the direction of
the local magnetic moment. In the following, we measure
all physical quantities in units of J = h̄ = a = 1, where
h̄ is the reduced Planck constant and a is the lattice
constant. We fix DM interaction D = 0.18. At T = 0,
the ground state is the helical state for external field B <

B

c1

= 0.0075, the ferromagnetic state for B > B

c2

=
0.0252, and the skyrmion-crystal for B

c1

< B < B

c2

.
To study the scattering of magnon plane waves o↵ a

single skyrmion, we have performed micromagnetic sim-
ulations based on the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG)
equation:

mr

dt
= �mr ⇥Be↵

r + ↵mr ⇥ dmr

dt
, (2)

where ↵ is the Gilbert damping coe�cient and Be↵

r =
� @H

@mr
. We perform the simulation at B = 0.0278(>

B

c2

), putting a metastable skyrmion at the center of fer-
romagnetic background (Fig. 1(a1)). The size of the
skyrmion ⇠ in this paper is defined as the distance from
the core (m

z

= �1) to the perimeter (m
z

= 0), and
⇠ = 8 for our parameter set. At the lower boundary
a forced oscillation of frequency ! with fixed amplitude
A ⌘ hm2

x

+ m

2

y

i = 0.0669 is imposed on the spins, pro-

Mochizuki, Seki et al., 
Nature Mater. (2014).
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Skyrmions are dragged through momentum exchange process 

Skyrmions are also deflected along transverse direction, due to Magnus force 

Energetically efficient way to manipulate skyrmions without Joule heat loss ?
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The scattering properties obtained by numerical and analytical calculations. (a) The Hall angles ! (red line)
and velocities v (blue line) of skyrmion motion are estimated from the numerical results for different wave numbers k̄. To obtain
these values, we traced the center-of-mass coordinate R of a skyrmion between Y = 51 and Y = 31. The coordinate R is defined as
R ≡

!
d2rρtop(r)r/

!
d2rρtop(r), where ρtop(r) ≡ m(r) · [∂xm(r) × ∂ym(r)]. There is a strong nonmonotonic wave-number-dependent behavior

in both quantities. We compare these observations to the idealized cases of magnons scattering off a uniform flux tube by an Aharonov-Bohm-type
calculation: (b) Expectation of the magnon Hall angle ϕ̄ as a function of wave number k. It is strongly peaked around kξ ≈ 1, and vanishes
for both low and high wave number, in the latter case as ∼1/k. The relation ! = ϕ̄/2 derived by momentum conservation seems to be well
obeyed by comparing images (a) and (b). (c) Magnon scattering amplitude of several wave numbers k. The asymmetry in left or right scattering
can be clearly seen and is due to the effective Lorentz force induced by the Berry phase of the skyrmion. For low wave numbers, the scattering
amplitude is almost flat, indicating the wave “missing” or “ignoring” the skyrmion; for high wave numbers it is strongly peaked, indicating
mostly forward scattering, which is well known in the Aharonov-Bohm effect.

the skyrmion number protects the identity of the skyrmion.
Second, the incident wave is clearly scattered by the skyrmion,
with sizable “skew angle” or “Hall angle.” As the wave
number k̄ is increased, the diffraction becomes smaller and
one can define the trajectory of the scattered magnons clearly
in Figs. 1(a1)–1(a4) for k̄ξ ≃ 1.87π . As shown in the blue
lines in Fig. 1(a4), the scattered trajectory has an angle ϕ̄
compared with the direction of the incident magnons (vertical
line). As the wave number k̄ is reduced, the diffraction is
enhanced, but the skewness of the scattered waves can still be
seen in Figs. 1(b2)–1(b4) for k̄ξ ≃ 0.83π and 1(c2)–1(c4) for
k̄ξ ≃ 0.52π . Therefore, the skew angle ϕ̄ strongly depends
on k̄ξ . Third, by tracing the center-of-mass position of the
skyrmion, it is found that it moves in turn backward and
sidewards in the opposite direction as indicated by the yellow
lines in Figs. 1(a4), 1(b4), and 1(c4). The skew angle ! of the
skyrmion motion is plotted in Fig. 2(a), which shows strong
k̄ dependence. Also the speed v of the skyrmion depends on
the wave number k̄ for fixed amplitudes of the magnons, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). This skyrmion motion can be understood by
the magnons exerting spin transfer torque on the skyrmion, or
equivalently analyzed in the light of momentum conservation
as will be discussed below.

III. SKYRMION MOMENTUM

The dynamic term of a skyrmion particle is Sdyn =
!

dt L,
where [32]

L = 2πQ(Y ∂tX − X∂t Y ) + M

2
[(∂tX)2 + (∂tY )2]. (3)

Here, X,Y are the skyrmion center-of-mass coordinates, and
M is the mass of the skyrmion. Then the momentum is
Px = ∂L

∂∂tX
= 2πQY + M∂tX and Py = ∂L

∂∂t Y
= −2πQX +

M∂tY . Assuming a massless skyrmion (M = 0) and elastic
scattering (p(in)

mag = p(out)
mag + 'Pskyrm), we can estimate the skew

angle as follows. For the magnon p(in)
mag = (0,k) and p(out)

mag =
(k sin ϕ̄,k cos ϕ̄), then

'Pskyrm = (−k sin ϕ̄,k(1 − cos ϕ̄)). (4)

Using Px = 2πQY,Py = −2πQX one finds the skyrmion
Hall angle:

! = arctan('X/'Y ) = ϕ̄/2. (5)

The numerics, i.e., ! and ϕ̄ in Fig. 1(a4), is consistent with
this relation. In the present simulation, the displacement 'R
of the skyrmion is about 30, over the time period of 2000
for kξ ≃ 1.87π . The velocity v is of the order of 30/2000 ∼=
1.5 × 10−2. The mass M is of the order of the number of spins
constituting one skyrmion and is of the order of 200 in our
simulation. Therefore, Mv ∼ 3 ≪ 2π'R ∼ 200, and hence
the assumption of the massless skyrmion above is justified.

We can estimate the velocity of the skyrmion purely in terms
of momentum transfer of the spin wave to the skyrmion. A
plane wave

√
Ae−iωt+ik̄y has momentum p(in) = Ak̄. The part

of the incident wave that interacts with the skyrmion is of size
2ξ , the diameter of the skyrmion. Hence the momentum of the
part of the magnon plane wave interacting with the skyrmion
is k = 2ξAk̄. The magnitude of the transferred skyrmion
momentum is |'Pskyrm| = k

√
2 − 2 cos ϕ̄ = 4ξAk̄ sin 1

2 ϕ̄.
Now we are sending in a continuous plane wave instead

of a single magnon. The time it takes for the plane wave to
pass by/through the skyrmion is Tk ≡ 2ξ/vk where vk is the
group velocity of the magnon, given by vk = ∂ωk

∂k
= 2Jk, and

ωk = Jk2 + B is the magnon dispersion. Hence in one unit
of time, the plane wave interacts with the 1/Tk part of the
skyrmion. Thus the amount of momentum transferred in one
unit of time is

'P̃ ≡
|'Pskyrm|

Tk

=
4ξAk̄ sin 1

2 ϕ̄

2ξ/2J k̄
= 4JAk̄2 sin

1
2
ϕ̄. (6)
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How does spin-wave propagate 
in chiral crystal??

(experimentally unexplored before…)
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FIG. 1: (A)-(D) Spin waves for the uniform collinear ferromagnetic state, characterized

by various combinations of the wave vector k⃗ and the uniform magnetization component

M⃗0, which can be considered as the flow of magnetic moment (i.e. spin current). Such

a spin wave spin current belongs to chiral (polar) symmetry for the k⃗ ∥ M⃗0 (k⃗ ⊥ M⃗0)

configuration, and the reversal of k⃗ gives opposite sign of chirality (polarity). The red and

gray arrows represent the directions of local magnetization and its precession, respectively.

(E) The optical microscope image and (F) schematic illustration of the device structure

used for spin wave spectroscopy. In (E), the directions for positive sign of H⃗ and k⃗ are also

indicated.
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Multiferroic Skyrmions

Skyrmions in insulator carries 
electric dipole 

E- or Eω- induced manipulation 
of skyrmion is possible, without 
Joule heat loss

Spin-wave propagating along 
spin direction has chirality 

Such a spin-wave shows 
nonreciprocal propagation in 
chiral-lattice materials

H

→ Energy-efficient skyrmion memory ? → Perfect spin-current diode ?

S. Seki et al., Science 336, 198 (2012). 
S. Seki et al., arXiv 1505.02868.
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“1”
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図13　スキルミオンメモリーの概念図
スキルミオンの有無を0と1に対応させて情報を記録する。
レール上のスキルミオンをわずかな電流で移動させて、1ヶ
所で情報の書き込みを行うことができるため、低コストで
“超”省電力型のメモリーになると期待されている。

イラスト：吉原成行

参考文献：
A. Fert, V. Cros, and J. Sampaio, “Skyrmions on the 
track”. Nature Nanotechnology 8, 152-156 (2013).
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スキルミオンを利用すると、具体的にどのようなメモリーを実
現できるのか。「2013年、フランスのアルベール・フェール博
士（2007年ノーベル物理学賞受賞）が、レーストラックメモリー
にスキルミオンを使うアイデアを発表しました」と、関 真一郎
ユニットリーダー（以下、関UL）は説明を始める。レーストラッ
クメモリーは、IBMが開発中の次世代の磁気メモリーだ。
　現在普及している磁気メモリーであるハードディスクでは、
ディスク表面にあるスピンがそろった「磁区」と呼ばれる領域
の磁化（N極・S極）の向きを0と1に対応させて情報を記録す
る（図9）。そのために駆動部の先に付いた磁気ヘッドをディス
クに近づけ、コイルに電流を流して磁場を発生させて磁区の磁
化の向きを反転させる。ハードディスクは低コストだが、磁気
ヘッドを任意の磁区までいちいち移動しなければならないので、
書き込み速度に限界があり、衝撃にも弱い（図10）。
　一部で商用化が始まったMRAMには駆動部はないが、1ビッ
トごとにトランジスタが必要になるのでコストが掛かるという
課題がある（図11）。
　「レーストラックメモリーは、ハードディスクとMRAMのい
いとこ取りをした仕組みです。レールのような細長い磁石に約
1,000個の磁区を収納できます。磁区と磁区の境界である磁壁
を電流で移動させて、1個のトランジスタで情報を書き込みま
す。駆動部がなく、トランジスタも約1,000ビットにつき1個な
ので、製造コストを下げることができます」（図12）
　レーストラックメモリーの磁区の代わりにスキルミオンを用
いると、さらに大きなメリットが生まれる（図13）。「スキルミオ
ンの有無を0と1に対応させるのです。磁区の幅は最小でも
50nmですが、直径が数nmのスキルミオンを使えば、1,000倍
以上の情報の高密度化を実現できます。また、スキルミオンな
ら磁壁を動かす電流の10万分の1ほどの弱い電流で駆動できる
ので、大幅な省電力化が図れます。レールの磁石に不純物など
の欠陥があると、磁壁は面なので引っ掛かってしまいますが、
スキルミオンは粒子なので欠陥を避けて移動でき、この特徴が
駆動電流の低減に大きく貢献していると考えられています」
　今後、情報機器がさらに普及することで、電力消費が大きく
増えることが予想されている。「情報機器の消費電力のうち、
メモリーが大きな部分を占めています。スキルミオンでメモリー
を劇的に省電力化することで、エネルギー問題の解決に大きく
貢献することができるでしょう」
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図9　磁区と磁壁
磁 区 のN極・S極 の
向きを0と1に対応さ
せて情報を記録する。
磁区と磁区の境界は
磁壁と呼ばれる。
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図10　ハードディスク
駆動部の先に付けられた磁気
ヘッドで磁区の磁化の向きを
操作して情報を書き込む。駆
動部があるため書き込み速度
に限界があり、衝撃に弱い。

図11　最新の磁気メモリーMRAM
格子状に並べた導線の交点ごとにメモリーの
1ビットとなる二つの磁石を配置し、それぞれ
の磁石の向きが平行か反平行かを0と1に対応
させる。駆動部はないが、1ビット当たり1個
のトランジスタが必要。

図12　レーストラックメ
モリー
細いレール上の磁区を電流で移動
させて、1個のトランジスタで情
報を書き込む。

スキルミオンを１ビットとする
“超”省電力型メモリー

参考文献：
S.S.P. Parkin, M. Hayashi, 
and L. Thomas, “Magnetic 
domain-wall racetrack 
memory”. Science 320, 
190-194 (2008).
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MRAM

Only 1 transistor / 1000 bits

A. Fert et al., 
Nature Nanotech. 8, 152 (2013).

Toward Application…

5 order of magnitude smaller 
threshold current than 
conventional domain wall 

Can be integrated up to 
~1bit/nm2 ??
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